
Digta 7 
Stand-alone Kit
IT independent all-in one solution
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Digta 7 Stand-alone Kit
 
All-in-one kit for dictation  
and transcription work –  
without PC connection

Easy dictation – the Digta 7
The Digta 7 is comfortable and easy to use. In “Easy Mode” the 
functions on the display are reduced to the essentials. Especially 
users who come from the analog dictation industry appreciate this 
function and the intuitive operation.

Direct forwarding of  
dictations
No installation or integration into IT structures is required for tran-
scription of dictations in the secretary’s office. Simply dictate on 
the go and pass the dictation device to the secretary. The dictation 
is listened to directly from the Digta Station. That’s all.

Docking station becomes a 
transcription workstation
The headphones and foot control are connected to the docking 
station. Listening and rewinding of dictations is done as usual  
with cassette dictations, only the playback quality is better. Each 
dictation is individually selectable on the dictation device and can 
be deleted after completion.

Autonomous and  
compatible with all systems
The Digta 7 stand-alone kit is free from all the restrictions of your IT 
department regardless of whether you are working with Windows, 
MacOS or Linux or whether the USB ports are blocked for security 
reasons. The stand-alone kit does not require a PC connection. 
The dictations are listened to directly from the dictation device in 
the docking station and can be transcribed in any program.

Transcription workstation
 
The Digta Swingphone 568 GBS is included to the transcription 
workstation. These headphones with under-the-chin band are  
directly connected to the docking station. Playback on the dicta-
tion device is conveniently controlled by foot control, which is also 
directly connected to the docking station.

Expands with your needs
The Digta 7 stand-alone kit does not require any software and is 
therefore particularly inexpensive to purchase. If your requirements 
grow within your company, so does your dictation solution. The 
DigtaSoft workflow software and the DigtaSoft Voice speech recog-
nition solution can be easily retrofitted whenever you want. We will 
be happy to advise you!
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Simply professional dictation


